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Editorial

We Need To Rethink Water Matters

A

s we went to press with this issue of
Elgon News, Kenya was awash with
heavy rainfall, flooding and damages
related to abnormally high downpour.

supply but also food production. Reports
abound of how areas that have never
suffered shortage of water felt the full
impact of dry riverbeds. Kakamega town,
one of the regions where residents never
had water shortage saw residents going
for weeks without the crucial commodity.
The level of water in Isiukhu, a major river
where water is tapped and treated before
it is supplied to the over 30,000 residents,
had hit an all-time low, with residents
reporting experiencing water shortage
for the first time in 20 years. The crisis
was compounded by the fact that several
rivers where the majority accessed water
had dried. Everywhere in the country
disturbing reports of rivers and other water
sources drying as recently as January this
year sent panic waves across. In Nakuru,
Kericho and Mombasa the dry story was
the same. In Murang’a, the main source of
water for Nairobi, rivers too dried up for
the first time in many adults lives. Analysts
have blamed the water crisis on climate
change that has seen rains disappear,
destruction of forests, poor management
and a ballooning population.

Before the onset of the long –awaited season,
when intermittent rainfall as clouds started
building and a cooler environment set in
giving a sigh of relief to citizens who for
months had looked into the blue sky amid
the scotching sun and uncomfortably high
temperatures not to mention the heavy dust
all over, was witnessed, social media burst
with excitement as close to everybody “broke Experts say Kenya has brought this problem
the news” rain! rain! rain!
on itself because little has been done to
The reason for the excitement was obvious. In protect forests and other water catchment
decades gone by, the older generation knew areas with destruction of forests going
when it would rain, when it would be hot, on unabated even as the country faces a
mostly in February and September ; and when major crisis.
it would be extremely cold (July). Farmers Among the critical water catchment areas
planted two weeks before expected rains. targeted for protection are the Mau,
Today, even the meteorological department Aberdare and Mt Kenya forests. Mau the
is unable to predict with certainty when biggest water catchment area in Kenya,
it will rain, for how long and the amount. serves East Africa.
The farming calendar has been disrupted
as farmers these days wait until it has It is becoming obvious if we expect water to
sufficiently rained to avoid the risk of wasting flow, me must retrace our steps and embark
their seed if the skies don’t open generously. on an aggressive massive reforestation and
While most people remember 2017 for the afforestation in mountain and hilly areas
prolonged electioneering period that affected at county and national levels. We at Elgon
businesses, this was not the only challenge of Kenya welcome the new Cabinet Secretary
the past year. Most parts of the country last for Environment Keriako Tobiko who upon
received rains in October, and this followed an assumption of office put loggers on notice.
erratic rainy season between March and May We look forward to seeing action taken to
according to the Meteorological Department. return canopy to our forests and rains can
In February, the country got into a national fall with a regular pattern again.
mood never witnessed before when the This hope and expectation however needs
extent of destruction of water towers through to go hand in hand with a deliberate plan
cutting down of trees was amplified by the to collect rain water and store it for use
press leading to a water scarcity scare. The and regenerate humidity cycle. Trees on
country has experienced erratic rains for the their own will not solve the water crisis
past three years due to the effects of climate considering the natural habitat has been
change that have not only affected water destroyed and will take years to restore.
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As we went to press, the rains had
subsided with little to show for collecting
and storing water which just a few weeks
earlier was wreaking havoc across the
nation covering, sweeping things as well as
people, cutting off main roads while in the
rural areas it became impassable. Being
an agriculture inputs and services supplier
we know it is critical to support prudent
management of water without which there
would be no farming putting millions of
people in danger of starvation as well as
economic collapse.
It is a sad state of affairs that even as the
rain pours, we are beset with warnings
that as soon as the rain stops we shall
return to drought and water shortages.
The problem, according to a UNEP report,
is not the rainfall, but the water waste. If
we harvested the rainfall, we would have
plenty of water, and water harvesting
isn’t even expensive. Infact the institution
posits that Nairobi alone is capable of
supporting up to ten million people each
with 60 litres a day if the county tapped
into water harvesting techniques. The
supply potential of the county stands at
an approximated 460,000 cubic metres,
with only 50 per cent of that getting to
consumers. Trouble comes when even after
torrential rains like the ones we have been
witnessing, we all go back to the cycle
of water shortage, with water rationing
becoming an all too familiar trend.
This therefore is a call to all. Plant as
many trees as you can and encourage
your neighbours, friends, colleagues and
leaders to plant trees. And collect as much
water as you can. Dig dams and water
reservoirs. We stock dam liners for this
purpose. Intensify irrigation to minimize
water usage. Visit Elgon Kenya for a range
of drip irrigation kits suited even for small
units of land. And as you plant, use water
polymers – a fertilizer that absorbs and
stores water when it rains and releases it
to the plant in small doses keeping the soil
wet for plant growth even in dry weather.
Use Zeba, available from Elgon, for this.
Let’s make a resolve in 2018 to embrace a
water management culture remembering
that water is life.

Elgon Kenya Limited
East Gate Road, off Mombasa Road,
P.O. Box 46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 20 6534 410, Fax: +254 20 6534 807
E: info@elgonkenya.com, W: www:elgonkenya.com
* * Elgon Kenya News is published regularly by:
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Director’s Message

Innovation At The Heart Of Elgon Kenya’s Operations

S

ome 120 years ago, the seeds of
Elgon Kenya were sown in the
dreams of the Kantaria family
matriarch at a sawmill business in
Redhill, Limuru. Today we can say the
dream has been realized through one
of the greatest agro input companies
in East Africa. Looking back to 1898,
we are proud of the journey walked
by those before us as we hold the
candle through generations. We have
lived through interesting times, moved
offices, welcomed new staff, introduced
life changing farming technologies and
made transformative business partners
and deals.
The dream has lived on by responding
to emerging trends and developing
solutions to the challenges in
the agriculture sector to remain
competitive.
At Elgon Kenya, we appreciate the
role of technology in spurring 21st
Century farming. It has been one of our
greatest areas of focus especially in
reaching the new age farmers, fondly
christened Facebook Farmers, with an
online platform where our agronomist
are available round-the-clock.. The
idea behind investing in this concept
is multifaceted. We felt that majority
of young people are seeing value in
agribusiness and agriculture was no
longer a preserve of retirees or a poor
man’s job. But this crop of farmers is
hungry for innovative and less strenuous
ways of food production. Young people
are restless and want to see instant
results. Then there is the group that
works in big cities, that is looking for
information which they then share with
their relatives in the farms.
They are searching for information
on-line if latest statistics by the
Communication Authority of Kenya,
CAK, is anything to go by. So we
established an information center an
open forum on agriculture allowing
farmers to make informed decisions,
To complement this service, we also
established an online shop, that allows
anyone across the country make an
order that is delivered to them through
courier. We are proud to say the
initiative has gained traction and is

recording roaring success. We commit
to making it even bigger this year.
Our seeds, packaging and irrigation
departments continue to position
themselves as market leaders in
provision of ultra modern and superior
products that are also within the reach
of our farmers. Our relationship with
farmers has seen us move beyond our
offices to interact with them directly
through farmer field days and Plant
Clinics, organized in partnership
with Seeds of Gold. The clinics have
been testament to farmers’ quest
for information and we are glad that
with every edition we record a huge
attendance and the engagement
between the farmers and the experts
continue to bear fruits. This year we
will continue with the clinics as we
work to ensure we cover every corner
of the country.
We
have
also
had
impressive
collaboration with our private sector
partners who have dedicated their
causes to ensuring high quality products
that address the needs of the people.
We are proud to share that dream with
them.
To crown the success in agriculture, we
created the National Farmers Awards
that just celebrated its 5th anniversary.
The scheme, a partnership with the
Ministry of Agriculture was mooted
in 2013 to recognize food production
champions who largely went unnoticed
despite the critical role the sector plays
in feeding the nation and turning the
wheels of our economy. The fete has
created model farms through which
our innovations are being showcased
to reach out to more people. We look
forward to the day when every farmer
will be a champion, and that’s our
dream in this endeavour.
At the anniversary dinner and
recognition of the 2017 winners, it
was music to our ears hearing farmers,
government and partners outpouring
of tribute to the scheme, lauding it for
having transformed individual farmers
and the farming landscape in Kenya. I
find it worthwhile mentioning Antony
King’ori, the winner in the persons with
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disability category, who the judges said
scored highly and would have easily
won in any other category. They have
never seen something like it, they said.
This is why the awards celebrate these
unsung heroes. We are ever grateful to
the national and county governments
who have remained our steadfast
partners and demonstrated once more
their commitment to this cause. At this
juncture, allow me to congratulate Hon.
Mwangi Kiunjuri on his appointment as
the Cabinet Secretary in the Agriculture
docket. We look forward to working
closely with you in our pursuit to make
Kenya a land of plenty and will support
President Uhuru Kenyatta’s Agenda
4 Pillar that you will be overseeing.
We are glad the President recognizes
Agriculture as a priority, a pointer Elgon
Kenya has over a century pursued as an
achievable goal.
In response to the needs of the various
sub-sectors, last year we unveiled our
animal health department with highly
trained animal health officers stationed
across the country and top of the range
animal products. This diversification
further attests to Elgon Kenya’s forward
looking approach to growth areas.
Livestock has always been big business
requiring support services to fully
exploit the huge untapped potential.
With this, our dream as we near the
third decade of our second century, is
getting bigger.
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Floriculture

"Sustainability" The Buddingword In The
Floriculture Industry
their practices.
Our growers have been trailblazing
in harvesting rainwater, using drip
irrigation, growing in hydroponics, and
adopting Integrated Pest Management
among a raft of responsible practices,
earning
global
recognition
and
admiration.

Baiju Kantaria

Director, Elgon Kenya

L

ate last year, flower growers
received a memo from European
supermarkets.
The
terse
communiqué indicated that the
buyers would only source supplies
from farms with proof of measures put
in place to show produce was grown
sustainably.
While this demand was long coming,
our growers, have over time reacted
to changing weather patterns and
consumer demands by embracing
farming technologies to satisfy market
demands and reduce operating costs
staying ahead of the game.
Sustainability is increasingly becoming
a growing trend within many industries
with floriculture being among a leading
one. Companies are looking for ways to
cut down on the waste created by their
company and for ways to sustain the
resources available to them. Markets
have a growing interest in where their
products come from, what resources
are used to produce them, and how
much waste is attributed to the
creation of the products. Customers are
also becoming increasingly interested
in supporting companies that take
their impact on the environment into
consideration when implementing

6

It is also worth celebrating the selfregulation the industry has aggressively
championed and the payoffs it is
delivering for our flowers. The
standards that spell out conformity
and good agriculture practices in
flower growing should remain our
guiding light. At the moment the
flower farms subscribe to a number
of local and international standards to
ensure that the flowers are responsibly
and safely produced with due
consideration of workers welfare and
protection of the environment. The
standards spell out good agricultural
practices,
social
accountability,
hygiene, health and safety, capacity
building, environmental protection
and conservation.
The locally developed standards
including the Kenya Flower Council
Silver
Standard
have
gained
international recognition becoming a
benchmark for other flower growing
countries and further rubberstamping
the seriousness with which the local
industry attaches to quality flowers.
Having an internationally recognized
industry standard like the KFC Silver,
goes a long way to establish a Kenya
brand of sustainably produced flowers
in a market where the industry’s
reputation for quality is already highly
regarded. We take this opportunity to
welcome the new KFC CEO Clement
Tulezi, look forward to continued
partnership and wish Jane Ngige his
predecessor all the best in her future
endevours.
Elgon Kenya, that has been a
formidable partner to the Kenya flower
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industry, supplying a lion’s share of
the inputs required by growers, has
become cognizant of the commendable
initiatives by the industry to embrace
innovation and high standards to grow
flowers sustainably.
To further drive sustainability in
floriculture and inculcate innovation
to drive this agenda, Elgon Kenya has
partnered with global respected brands
to roll out an array of sophisticated
Micro Irrigation Systems for both
flower farms and open fields. These
innovations will enable farmers to
leverage cutting edge agro-technical
solutions, effectively tailored for a
variety of crops and climates.
Elgon Kenya is currently the leading
distributor of original molecules
from the multinational agrochemical
companies handling a wide range
of environmentally friendly crop
protection and nutrition products.
We work closely with industry,
manufacturers and regulators to
ensure only safe allowable chemicals
are supplied in line with global
sustainability pursuits.
Apart from our business aspects
positive developments for industry
improvement excite us. That is why the
categorization of JKIA as a Category
One hub opening up the country for
direct flights to the US is music to
the ear. Kenya can finally ship flowers
directly to the land of opportunities
saving time and cost. A shorter route
to America reduces carbon footprints
contributing to sustainability.
All these and other developments
are indicators the Kenya flower is
in a class of its own and we salute
all stakeholders who have worked
tirelessly and surmounted all odds to
create a world class industry.
We at Elgon Kenya commit our support
for sustainability goals bearing in mind
we are a key stakeholder in floriculture
which makes its success our success.

FertiMix

The Fertimix, designed and manufactured
by Galcon, is a unique Fertigation Machine,
used especially for simple and reliable mixing
of nutrients with the irrigation water, as well as
advanced Irrigation Control by Galcon’s
sophisticated GALILEO-2000, GALILEO-32 or
GALILEO-16 computer-ized controllers.

Models: Standard models available can
accommodate water capacity of up to 9,25 or
35 cubic meters/hr .at 2.5-3 Bar.
A Special high-ﬂow model (50 m3/H) X 3.5 bar
is available by special request.
The models are deﬁned by the type of
controller installed and the system’s capacity
(for example):
• FertiMix-2000 -25 M3H.
• FertiMix -32-35M3 / H

General Description
• A polyethylene mixing tank with high and low level sensor.
• A triple purpose water pump, supplying pressure for irrigation,
fertilizers suction and mixing process.
• 3 Venturi fertilizer injectors (350 lt/h each) with electrically
controlled fertilizer valves, (up to 5 more injectors can be
supplied by special request).
• pH and EC industrial electrodes installed in a sampling cell.
• A Ph / EC monitor unit consisting of a 4-20 MA transmitter
connected to the controller, a large LCD display, Galvani.
Isolation and an optional key board for quick and easy
calibration.

• A by-pass valve for manual operation.
• A water- meter which emits an electric. pulse for
monitoring.
• Hydraulic inlet and outlet valves.
• A ﬂoat for automatic inlet ﬂow control.
• PVC non-corrosive piping.
• An electric control panel with a manual switch, a
protection unit for the pump and a liquid level con
troller.
• An Galileo controller (model 16,32,2000).
All installed on a well designed aluminum frame.

Anniversary

In The Footsteps Of Our Founding Fathers:
The Elgon Kenya's Journey So Far
his sawmill business that endeared him
more to the people of Limuru and made
him a model after his saw mill in Chania
near Thika provided well over 300 jobs
to the locals.

Rajnikant N. Kantaria

T

Chairman:

he towering buildings that host
hundreds of Elgon Kenya staff at
Mombasa Road or the catalogue
of accolades smartly displaced
at the company’s reception may pass
for an ordinary feat, but behind them is
the story of an agribusiness powerhouse
that has stood the test of time and
evolved over the decades to remain
true to its patriotic mission of being
Kenyan by responding to Kenyan needs.
This year Elgon Kenya celebrates 120
years of formidable drive, passion and
unmatched zeal that has won hearts and
customers in Kenya and beyond.
From humble beginnings in a village
of Redhill village in Limuru where the
dream was first birthed, Elgon Kenya
has remained steadfast in heeding to
the call of the Kenyan people, a legacy
that was first conceptualized by Nanalal
Kantaria, one of the four sons of the late
Dharamshi Kala Kantaria, a trader from
Gujarati province of India who settled in
Limuru in 1897 during the construction
of the Kenyan Uganda Railway.
Nanalal grew up embracing his father’s
entrepreneurial drive. He was a man
of the people, and quickly became
assimilated to the Kikuyu community.
He loved Githeri and Irio, cuisine
common among the Kikuyus of Limuru.
He participated in all Kikuyu customary
rituals and had even been installed a
Kikuyu elder. He would invite fellow
wazees on Saturday afternoons at his
place to catch up and chart the way
forward for the community. But it is
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And in the course of his business, locals
nicknamed him Nanu upon finding it
difficult to pronounce Nanalal. And as
demand for farm inputs intensified in
the area, Nanalal saw it upon himself to
start supplying pesticides, fertilizers and
chemicals to the local farmers, having
had a vision of making the region food
secure, a philosophy that guides Elgon
Kenya to date. “He could give you a loan
to buy logs wherever you get them, then
he would transport them to the sawmill
free of charge and buy them at the
price you give him, “recalls Mzee Isaac
Gatungo, a septuagenarian who first
met Nanalal in the 1940s. Having lived in
an area preserved as a white man’s only
land christened the White highlands for
its productivity, the colonialists at the
time would move the debate on what
an Asian was doing in their land to the
Legislative Council, LegCo, a defunct
unicameral legislature in the country
that consisted of representatives
from Europe, India, Arab and local
communities. They wondered how a
single Indian could have infiltrated
white man’s land and gained such
considerable influence. It would then
be revealed that Nanalal was preferred
by the whites for supplying them with
fertilizer and other farm inputs.
The good relationship between him and
the people of Redhill would later see
him start the Nyajenga Primary School
after he was touched by the plight of
poor children whose parents worked
in neighbouring tea plantations in the
1980s. He actively negotiated with the
government for a 15-acre piece of land
where the school currently stands. He
was the patron and treasurer of the
school.
Two striking traits about Nanalal and
his business which have been strongly
etched in Elgon Kenya Limited were
his love for the staff who he treated
as his own family and his heart for the
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community which he assisted in many
projects like paying school fees to the
locals and getting involved in many
harambee projects. His contribution
to society had been so indelible that
upon his demise, his life and times
were eulogized by national media in the
country. The largest newspaper, Daily
Nation, carried a full page of glowing
tribute to mzee.
This philanthrophic demeanor has
been ably exemplified by the Kantaria
lineage and the Elgon Kenya Limited.
The chairman of Elgon Kenya Limited Mr.
Rajinkant Kantaria has been the hands
behind the construction of Nyanjenga
Secondary School which has given
hope of a bright future to hundreds of
school going children whose parents
were struggling not with just fees but
classrooms.
Elgon Kenya also runs a feeding
programme in the school that gives the
children a cup of porridge to keep them
in school with most of them coming
from humble backgrounds. Elgon Kenya
Limited provides the flour, the firewood
and pays the cooks and has also gone
ahead to build more classes.
Over the years, Elgon Kenya has has
positioned itself in the market with
competitive products geared for its
niche market, but its approach to being
more than a corporate to a caring friend
of its client has given it a competitive
edge among other Kenyan company.
“Our unequivocal resolve that we have
gladly inherited from our ancestors has
been the drive to uplift lives. We believe
doing our very little part is enough to
make the world a better place. We
are proud of the tough but rewarding
journey Elgon Kenya has traveled,
and we look forward to an even more
exciting future with our customers, staff
and partners,” said Baiju Kantaria.
And while the many efforts at Elgon
Kenya Limited cannot be gainsaid,
the humble journey from a saw mill in
Redhill to the regional market force has
been a classic example of the pay offs of
perseverance, humility and hard work.

Plant Clinics

On Call At The Plant Clinics
“When the plant clinics
started, we never
imagined it would
grow big this fast. We
have had thousands of
farmers since the first
edition and the level of
participation has equally
grown tremendously.

organization (Karlo) Horticulture
Research Station, Thika, Karlo Njoro,
Kaguru Agricultural Training Centre
Meru, Animal Health and Industry
Training Institute in Nyahururu, Tea
Research Centre, Kericho and Karlo
Kitale.

T

farmers stare at changes in weather
and new threats to crop production,”
said Mr Maina.
The trainings carried out by experts
involve a variety of subjects from
farming techniques, to low cost pest
control methods and market access.

The clinics have been a classic example
of the power of partnership in boosting
the prospects of key sectors of the
economy. By working with Nation
Media Group, Egerton University
and government based research
institutions, Elgon Kenya has courted
formidable partners in a pursuit that is
already bearing fruits. The clinics are
one of the many interventions Elgon
Kenya has embarked on to ensure that
farmers do not feel neglected when
producing food. It is a resolve and a
philosophy the company has taken to
heart aware that food security can
only be achieved in the country if the
farmers receive the requisite support.

The clinics, held in partnership with
Seeds of Gold, a publication of Nation
Media Group are a flagship activity.
Elgon and Seeds of Gold share a
common goal of supporting food
security and both have celebrated two
important anniversaries. The National
Farmers Awards celebrated five years
of rewarding outstanding farmers while
the publication cut a cake to mark four
years since inception.

The overwhelming numbers, the
unmatched thirst for information and
the impact this is having on the farmers
has given the organizers of the clinics
fresh impetus to roll out them out
across the country.

The Farm Clinics are supported by Elgon
Kenya’s 24-hour information centre set
up to avail information round-the-clock
on realization that since the clinics
take place once in two months it was
necessary to avail services as needed.

“These special meetings bring together
farmers and agricultural experts in
one forum to discuss vital issues in
the industry and identifying gaps with
a view to finding lasting solutions.
Having conducted nine plant clinics,
we have been overwhelmed by the
responses we are getting. Our intention
this year is to roll out the clinics to as
many counties as possible. We want
to bring all smallholder farmers at the
heart of the food production agenda,
because they are the chief players, so
that we can grow food and feed our
people from a point of information,”
said Elgon Kenya Director Mr. Bimal
Kantaria.

The information center is fully equipped
with trained agronomists who are on
standby to address farmers’ concerns,
while answering their questions and
advising them on the best options in
their venture based on the farmers’
descriptions. The service offered at
the online information center is free of
charge.

Mr. Mahesh Sharma,

Head of Business in agriculture,
Elgon Kenya

he ninth edition of the Plant
Clinic has returned roaring
success, with each edition
growing in number, and
interactions becoming more intense,
rubberstamping the huge information
gap the clinics are closing.

“The cakes we cut at the two events
were for farmers”, said Elgon Kenya
Communications
Manager
Nelson
Maina adding, “we look forward to
cutting many more and toasting to our
collective success”.
“When the plant clinics started, we
never imagined they would grow big
this fast. We have had thousands of
farmers since the first edition and the
level of participation has equally grown
tremendously. We are experiencing
such huge request for information
which is understandable as more
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The Plant Clinics have been held at the
Kenya Agricultural Research & Livestock
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The
information
center
is
complemented by an online shop that
allows customers to place their orders
at the click of a button. Elgon Kenya
has partnered with courier companies
to ensure that, once a farmer has
placed the order, they are able to
receive them at the convenience of
their farms.

Winners Profile

How Chicken Droppings Have Made Gladys The
Best Female Farmer In Kenya
forum in 2015, she saw a woman using
chicken droppings as pig feed. From then
she saw a business gap and immediately
bought three piglets. Judiciously applying
the lessons she learnt from the trainings,
she managed to rear them to maturity
weighing approximately 50 kgs and sold
them at Sh250 per kilo. She has now fully
embraced pigs farming and currently has 5
sows, female pigs,and 22 piglets with the
chicken droppings being the main feed.

Gladys Wangechi receives
commendation for being the overall
winner 2017
ladys Wangechi has never known
the pain of the spiraling animal
feed costs and fertilizer thanks to
her mixed farming venture. Her
acumen has caught the attention of her
fellow farmers in Mukurweini constituency
in Nyeri County, while attracting visitors
from as far as Namibia keen to tap into
her success story.

G

Gladys who eked a living selling through
a hardware shop and keeping a few free
range chicken, decided to get serious
in poultry farming in 2014. She bought
50 chicks from Kenchic, brood them for
a month and scouted for market. The
pent up demand would see her sell one
chick at Sh250. “That was my light bulb
moment. I felt, if I could manage to take
care of these chicks for just a month and
earn Sh12,500 how much would I earn if I
increased the chick stock. And it was such
a hassle free experience. I decided, why
not?” she recalled.
She would later expand her venture
to 100 chicks while still being cautious
of the risks involved in tending to the
fragile chicks. The business has now
metamorphosed into a chicken empire.
She currently has 1500 chicks on sale and
1200 chicken layers. A single chick goes
for Sh300. Gladys has also found market
for her eggs at schools, local shops within
the neighborhood.
But Gladys’s appetite for new information
has seen her visit fellow farmers and
attended many trainings. In one such
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Gladys who is an avid visitor of local
agricultural shows including the Nyeri
Agricultural Society of Kenya Show and the
Wambugu Farm Farmer Field Day, would
find another concept that interested her
in one of the shows. “I was mesmerized
to see a fishpond built below a chicken
cage where the chicken droppings would
automatically fall into the pond and feed
the fish. I felt like I was in another planet.
And with my passion for trying out new
things I promised myself that I would
experiment with the idea,” she said.
She ordered for the first 1,000 tilapia
which she reared for eight months and
was able to sell almost all of them at
Sh300 per kilo. She now has 1500 tilapia
in the pond.
But to spread her risks, Gladys also rears
cows which give her 18 litres a day, grows
maize, beans, coffee and has planted
trees.
She uses the cattle slurry to make biogas
providing cost effective energy to her
family. Her husband, an expert in biogas
engineering, is also involved in installing
biogases in local households. “We are very
passionate about the environment and
clean energy which explains why we fill
every little space in our home with trees
and ensure we recycle everything,” she
said.
But in a country that is experiencing
unprecedented animal feed price spikes
that have eaten into farmers earnings and
ultimately affected yields, Gladys knows
no such misery. She only buys chicken
feed with the rest of the animals relying
on the nutritious chicken droppings as
feed. And even for the chicken feed,
she doesn’t go for the conventional, she
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travels all the way to Thika factories and
buys raw materials which she then use
to make the feed herself. She says it is
cheaper and she is able to ensure she has
mixed the nutrients in the right ratio to
ensure optimum value.
It is a passion she has inculcated in her
two children who are both in college
and who have taken on their mother’s
challenge. Her daughter, who is a student
at Mt Kenya University has already done
a Diploma in Bakery. She collects all the
broken eggs from the farm that cannot
besold and use them to bake cakes and
other confectioneries which she sells to
her colleagues.
Gladys’s son, a student at Kiambu
Institute of Science and Technology, has
a brooder which he tends to and sells
the chicks. “They are actively involved.
I have taught them the value of hardwork
because I don’t want them to complain
after finishing their studies that there are
no jobs. It also allows them to earn their
pocket and upkeep money. I have workers
in the farm but as soon as schools close, I
give them a break and let my children run
the affairs of them farm. They need to be
part of this also,” Gladys said.
The synergy in her farming venture is
what caught the judges of the National
Farmers Award scheme who picked her
as the best woman farmer in Kenya, an
honour she says has taken her by surprise,
opening many doors for her and bringing
her many unexpected guests. “Even as
I talk to you now my phone cannot stop
ringing. There are so many orders coming
through. The other day a man and his
wife read a story about me. They were
in Nairobi for holiday. They came all the
way asking locals around my home. When
we started talking they told me they were
from Namibia and were so impressed by
my mixed farming concept because they
only do one type of farming at their home
country. We exchanged contacts and
they want to export this concept there.
I am truly humbled by Elgon Kenya for
recognizing my efforts and giving me a
chance to inspire many more farmers. It
is the only way we can give agriculture
the glamour it deserves,” she concluded.

Effective management of Thrips requires
an integrated offensive using an arsenal
of specialised products.
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Animal Farm

The Abc Of Dairy Cow Management
day depending on individual
production. The animals may
be challenged further by
increasing their dairy meal
rations up to an optimal
level. Dairy meal should be
fed after milking so that the
cow remains standing till the
teat canal closes. This helps
to avoid teat infection and
mastitis.

Franciscar Muveta

Animal Health Sales Coordinator.

T

he most common dairy cow breeds
in Kenya include the Holstein
Fresian, Ayrshire, Guernsey and
Jersey. These breeds have proven to be
the best in milk production, some producing up to 30 litres per day, with the
best butter fat content and milk protein
content. Good management practices
combined with proper climatic conditions
will ensure that the dairy cows achieve
their maximum production levels.

Nutrition

For a healthy and productive cow, the
feed ration should have the right quality
and amount of concentrates, protein,
mineral and vitamins.
Fresh and dry fodder can be fed to the
dairy cows. Fresh fodder includes Napier
grass, Lucerne and sweet potatoes vines
which are rich in protein. These are best
fed after one day’s wilting, then chopped
into 2 inches to enable the cows feed
easily and also minimize wastage. A dairy
cow should consume 15-20kg of chopped
forage per day preferably in two splits
one in the morning and the other in the
evening.
Dry fodder includes wheat straw; rice
straw, maize Stover and other vegetable
by products. They are best fed by first
soaking in molasses (silage) in case of
straw and also poor quality hay.

Concentrate diet

After calving, a dairy cow should be fed
3kg of concentrates (dairy meal) per

Mineral supplement

Granular mineral products should be
mixed with feeds in a feeding trough and
free lick should be allowed if it is in the
form of a solid block. It may be necessary
to moisten the mineral lick to prevent
dusting during licking.This provides the
necessary minerals needed to boost milk
production. Intromin Mineral Block is one
of the best for boosting milk production
in dairy cows.

Drying off

This is the stage where high producing
dairy cows are forced to stop producing
milk in order to rest and regenerate the
mammary tissues in readiness for the
next milking period. This period should
last for 45-60 days before calving. The
drying off process should start 2 weeks
before the date of drying off. When
drying off, milk once daily for a week
then reduce to once every other day for
the next week.
The udder will swell up due to
accumulation of milk and the pressure
induced sends a signal to the mammary
glands to stop producing milk. Some
farmers will panic when milk keeps
dripping from some cows teats. These
cows should be left alone and not milked.
The dripping milk will soon stop and the
udder will reduce in size.
Dry cow therapy should be done to
prevent any infections to the udder and
also to treat any existing infections that
maybe present in the udder. During this
period, increasing hay diet and reducing
concentrate diet (dairy meal) will help
to dry off the cow.

Steaming up

This is extra feed of high quality that
is given to in-calf cows/ heifers for the
last 2 months before calving. However,
it can be more or less depending on the
condition of the animal. Steaming up
is done so as to encourage growth and
repair of the udder tissue, get a strong
and healthy calf at birth, ensure there
is enough energy for the dairy cow
while calving, avoid difficult calving
and building up of body reserves that
will be used in the first two months after
calving. You may steam up your dairy
cow by providing good quality hay up to a
full wheel barrow per cow per day, feed
dairy meal concentrate 0.5 kg per cow
per day and Mineral supplement free
choice.

Deworming

Pregnant cows may be dewormed every
3 months. This is done to kill internal
worms such as roundworms, flatworms,
liver flukes, etc. Albenol or Interzan can
be used for deworming.

External parasites

Regular dipping or spraying with approved
and effective acaricides should be done
to control parasites such as ticks, flies,
mites, fleas and lice that cause diseases
to the livestock.

Heat Detection

Dairy animals come in heat every 21
days; signs include bellowing, mounting
others and later standing to be mounted
(standing heat), reddened, swollen vulva,
clear mucoid discharge etc. The best
time to serve the animal is at standing
heat. Any animals not conceiving after 2
inseminations must be attended to by a
Vet before any further insemination.
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Winners Profile

Books, Cows, Resilience:
How Ex Boda Boda Rider Nicholas Njogu Became
The Best Youth Farmer In Kenya
twice as his cows were constantly getting sick and he had
exhausted his savings on veterinary services. He had to make
what he calls one of the most painful decisions ever. He
sold his cows to a friend. “But I had developed such a huge
attachment to the cows and I told my friend to take good
care of them because I would buy them back,” he recalled.
It was a matter of time before luck smiled on him. The good
relationship and trust he had cultivated with book suppliers
when he worked as a bookshop attendant would finally pay
off. Two of the largest suppliers based in Nairobi agreed to
give him books cumulatively worth Sh1.8 million on credit.
He scouted for a small shop and opened his bookshop. It was
a roller coaster and within no time business had picked and
he was able to buy back the cows.

Nicholas Njogu Mwangi of Yala farm Murang'a with his
family admires his trophy after emerging the best youth
farmer in the country.
A Sh300 savings a day for Nicholas Njogu, once a boda boda
rider, has been the spark that has transformed his life to
an owner of a thriving dairy enterprise and the best youth
farmer in this year’s National Famers Awards.
Like majority of the youth who finish their high school
education with no prospects of pursuing higher education,
Nicholas found himself with no hopes of proceeding with his
education. He decided to venture into boda boda business
and was employed by a friend to take care of his motorbike
in 2003. He would save Sh300 daily which he eventually used
to buy a cow. “I knew I couldn’t proceed with my higher
education due to fees so I picked the next available job.
I always had a passion for farming so I promised myself
that I would save enough to get myself a cow. It was a
huge sacrifice but I managed to get one. From then on, I
vowed that I would never look back,” he said. He would
later buy another cow but the earnings he was getting
from the motorbike business were meagre and he ventured
into looking for another job. He chanced on a bookshop
attendant vacancy and was recruited. He would earn Sh3600
month, a big chunk of which he would use to take care of
his two cows. He saved enough to buy a third one. “I really
wanted to venture into farming, but it was involving in terms
of money so I had to work in the bookshop to get money to
finance my farming business,” Nicholas added.
But a tough business environment and the 2007 skirmishes
would see the bookshop close down. Calamity would strike
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He now prides of owning 30 cows which supply him with
over 120 litres of milk per day. In his 2.8 acre piece of land,
he has also planted maize and napier grass. On average he
harvests 50 bags of maize with the bulk of the maize meant
specifically as cow feed. Njogu makes nutritional feeds for
his cows and says he has managed to save a lot at a time
when the price of animal feeds is chocking farmers’ earnings.
Njogu, who epitomizes resilience and hard work, has become
a role model among youth in Murang’a town where he is
based. Majority are seen consulting him, while more flock
his home to learn a thing or two about farming at a time
when there is marked interest among the youth to venture
into agriculture. “I have a vision of turning my farm into a
training center. I want to target the many unemployed youth
I see wallowing in desperation in my county. I want to show
them that there is money and fortune in what they regard
as their parents’ job. Agriculture pays, but they need to be
patient,” he added.
Njogu believes the youth, who holds the future of food
production in the country, need to be motivated and
incentivized to change their long held beliefs that no young
man can succeed in farming. He lauds Elgon Kenya’s efforts
in having the farmers award scheme which he says is one
of the greatest incentives to win the youth over. “Everyone
now wants to be like me. When they heard I won this award
they want to know what magic I did. And that matters if
we are to entice the youth into agriculture. I tell them that
even to those who are employed, you can easily lose your
job and you need a fall back plan. Agriculture is the ultimate
employer with guaranteed lifelong job security,” he added.
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Animal Farm

Managing Calves For Optimum Growth

Not the right way.

Dr. John Muchibi,

Animal Health Manager

C

alf management starts before
the calf is born. This is done by
providing the pregnant dam with
the proper nutrition to ensure
that the calf is born strong and healthy.
Immediately after calving, ensure that
the calf is breathing by wiping off mucus
from the calf’s nostril. Alternatively you
can rub some straws on the calf’s nostrils
to stimulate sneezing or hold the calf’s
hind limbs and swing the calf to remove
mucus from the nostrils to provide a clear
air way. The calf’s navel is then tied, cut
and disinfected with 2% tincture iodine
to prevent entry of infection that leads to
navel ill.
Calf feeding is aimed at providing the
required nutrients and encouraging rumen
development. During the first 12 hours
after birth, it is extremely important that
the calf ingests colostrums. This is because
24hours after birth, the calf may not be
able to absorb any antibodies. Colostrum
is important because, apart from providing
necessary vitamins and minerals, it provides
the calf with antibodies which protect
the calf from infections. Colostrums
feeding may continue for 4-5 days. During
this period the calf’s rumen is not fully
developed and milk ingested goes directly
from the esophagus into the abomasums
through the esophageal groove. This
groove allows only liquid feeds to pass
through but not solids so at this age the
calf should be fed on the dam’s milk or
Intromilk milk replacer. Intromilk can be
fed through buckets or nipple bottles
which need to be placed at a higher level
where the calf has to stretch their necks
to drink.

The calf should consume up to 2 litres of
milk per day and should be fed twice daily.
Calves overfed with milk may develop
scours, a major cause of early mortalities
in calves.
Milk replacer is a quality feed that is meant
to meet the growth and development
requirements of a young calf. A good milk
replacer is equivalent to successful calf
rearing; this is because high quality milk
replacer ensures that the calf’s growth
and performance is equivalent and even
more than that of the cow’s natural milk.
Intromilk is economical and is free from
diseases that may be transferred from the
dam to the calf. Intromilk helps in faster
rumen development, allowing the calf to
start digesting grass earlier hence earlier
maturity.
A calf should consume Intromilk equivalent
to 10% of its body weight. It is diluted in
warm water at temperatures of 39- 40°C.
125g of Intromilk calf milk replacer is
added to 1 litre of warm water, mixed and
fed to the calf immediately.
Feeding Schedule;
Calves 1-5 days old should feed on the
dam’s colostrums
Calves 6-7 days old should consume 1-1.5
litres of Intromilk solution
Calves 8-14 days old should consume 2-2.5
litres of Intromilk solution.
Calves 2-3 weeks old should consume 3
litres of Intromilk solution.
Claves 4-12 weeks old should consume 3.5
litres of Intromilk solution.
The calf may be weaned at 8 weeks of age.
Weaning is the transition from milk to
solid feed. At this age the rumen is usually
beginning to develop and ready to start
receiving feed so weaning should be done

The right way

gradually. Calves can therefore be fed on
good quality fodder/hay and concentrates.
Concentrates can be in form of pellets
which normally stimulate rumen function
through establishment of rumen microbial
population and stimulation of growth of
rumen papillae.
It’s very important for every livestock to
consume minerals in their diet. Calves
should be fed on mineral blocks adlibitum.
Intromin mineral Block is rich in
vitamins and essential minerals which
provide the calf with all it needs to grow
strong.
Calves should be supplied with warm fresh
water throughout, though it is advisable
not to give water before the calf drinks
milk so that they can ingest sufficient
amount of milk.
Calves should be dehorned with the use
of a disbudding iron, within the first month
of birth; it is less painful and stressful for
the calf.The hot iron burns the small visible
horn buttons as they start to grow into
fully grown horns.
Ear tags may be done immediately after
birth for proper identification and record
keeping.
Extra mammary teats can be removed
when the calf is still young as it is less
stressful. These are excised and sprayed
with an antiseptic/antibiotic such as
Limoxin spray to avoid contamination and
infection.
Bull calves not meant for breeding may be
castrated at birth or between 3- 6 months
of age as they heal faster and it is less
stressful.
Vaccination can be done to prevent
diseases like blackleg, scours, FMD etc.
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Animal Farm

Broiler Rearing For Beginners
To start of the day old broiler chicks should be purchased from a reliable hatchery.
●

Daniel Muthomi

Regional Animal Health Manager,
Central Unit

Housing
An all in all out policy is recommended in
all poultry farms where all day old chicks
that come into the farm should be sold
out all at once.
The broiler house should be made in
such a way that it is rain proof, able to
protect the birds from direct sunlight and
should not be subject to flooding. The
house should have the lower 3 ft made of
blocks /brick/ mud/ iron sheet while the
top 5ft should be made of chicken wire
reinforced with a wire mesh. This area
should have a curtain that can be pulled
up or down to regulate temperature
inside the poultry house. The floor should
be easy to clean it can be either made of
earthen or cemented. Once the house is
cleaned it should be left empty for two
weeks before the new day old chicks are
brought in. wood shaving should be put
on the floor up to 4 inches high to absorb
the moisture in the birds droppings and
to insulate the birds from the cold floor.
The spacing for the broiler bird should be
1 square ft per bird such that a 50ft by
20ft poultry house can host 1000 birds.

At 4 weeks to point of sale they are
fed on finisher mash adlibitum.

Any new feed should be introduce
gradually over a period of 3 days because
sudden change of the feeds may induce
stress to the birds and slow down their
performance. Start by mixing the ¾ of
previous feeds with the ¼ of the current
feed on the 1st day and the 2nd day
mix ½ of the previous feed to ½ of the
current feed and on the 3rd day mix ¼
of the previous feed to ¾ of the current
feed. On the 4th day the birds should
have acclimatized to the new feed. Give
Stressmix WS during this transition period
to minimize the stress related to the
change of feeds.
Feed and water should be easily
accessible by all birds; no bird should
walk more than 1.5m to access either
of the two. Spacing for the drinkers and
feeders is very important;

0-3 weeks they are fed on starter
mash at an average of 25 – 40g per
bird per day.
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Broilers consume 1.5 -2 times more water
as feed on weight basis and if water is
not sufficiently provided it affects
the amount of feed intake and feed
conversion ratio.

Biosecurity and disease
prevention measures
These are measures that are taken to
prevent entry of diseases into the farm.
They include;

Type of
feeder

Recommended
feeder space

Vaccination

Troughs

5cm per bird
(minimum)

Pans (33cm
in diameter)

30-50 birds per Pan

Tubes (42cm
in diameter)

30-50 birds per Tube

Type of
drinker

Recommended drinking space

The following vaccine should be given
to the broilers to protect them from
infectious diseases: Newcastle vaccine,
Infectious Bursal Disease vaccine
(Gumboro) and Mareks vaccine. Follow
the vaccination schedule provided at the
hatchery supplying the day old chicks.
Marek’s vaccine is traditionally done at
the hatchery.

Troughs

2cm per bird

Bell shape
(35cm in
diameter)

6-9 per 1000 birds
(not less than 4)

Nipples

8-10 nipples per bird

Deworming
Done at 6 weeks of age using Piperin WS,
repeated after every 3 months

Fumigation and disinfection
These include foot baths at the entrance
of the poultry house, cleaning and
fumigating the poultry house regularly
using disinfectants that are non- corrosive
to items and are safe to the birds.

Rodent control

Broilers feed schedule;
●

Broiler chicken house

Always keep away rodents and wild birds
as they spread diseases to the poultry
house and consume chicken feed, which
leads to economic losses.
Chicken house design
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Animal Health

ANIMAL HEALTH PRODUCTS
Aliseryl WS

Electromix WS

This is a highly effective
combination
of
broad
spectrum antibiotics and
vitamins.
The
product
stimulates egg production,
increases growth, improves
feed conversion and is used
as vitamin supplement during
periods of diseases and
stress. It is effective against
gastro intestinal, respiratory
and
urinary
infections
caused by sensitive bacterial
micro organisms.

It is a powder with a well balanced combination of
dextrose and the electrolytes sodium, phosphate, citrate,
chlorine and potassium in order to correct electrolyte and
fluid losses, and acid base imbalances. Dextrose provides
energy and enhances sodium absorption in the intestine.
Glycine also enhances absorption of sodium. By enhancing
sodium uptake, water will follow and hence rehydration
is improved. Electromix WS is used in the prevention and
treatment of dehydration caused by diarrhea in calves,
cattle, sheep, goats, poultry and swine

Stimosol Oral

Stressmix WS
It is a powder composed of vitamins, minerals and
amino acids glycine, lysine and methionine.
The vitamins are important
for
carbohydrate,
fat
and protein metabolism,
growth,
reproduction,
immune response and can
also serve as antioxidants.
Minerals are essential for
proper operation of many
physiological functions like:
bone formation, growth,
immune function and egg
shell formation. . Lysine and
methionine are essential
amino acids that help in
protein synthesis. Stressmix
WS is used for prevention
and treatment of stress
caused by vaccination,
diseases,
transportation,
high humidity and extreme
temperature changes.

It is a well balanced combination of yeast extract,
B- Vitamins, organic acids and minerals. Yeast extract
improves digestion of feeds and is rich in amino
acids with a high nutritive value due to its optimal
amino acid profile. In addition yeast extract is rich
in B vitamins which are important for carbohydrate,
protein and fat metabolism. Fast growing animals
have increased requirements of both B vitamins
and amino acids which make Stimosol Oral a good
supplement for fast growing animals.
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Water Innovation

Elgon Kenya Enters Into Water Solutions
Business To Encourage Judicious Use
We listened to our customers and
noticed that water solutions have
been a major concern. Customers
want judicious use of water but the
technologies to assist them in doing
so are beyond their reach. We have
thus, in living true to our mantra
of being a Kenyan company for
Kenyans, decided to be importing
these solutions on behalf of farmers
under the Magnar Water Solutions
banner,” said Vikash Jain, Head of
Floriculture.
The solutions target areas that use
a lot of water and have potential
Premal R. Bhatt (B.Sc.,M.Sc.,M.Phil.) to encourage wastage among them
Technical & Sales Manager, Irrigation
agriculture and home use. Water
wastage remains a costly affair
which does not only affect individual
s water supplies dwindle,
households, but also the country in
occasioned by erratic weather
terms of rationings in a bid to preserve
patterns, there has been
the little that is available. In an ironic
growing calls to embrace water
twist, despite Kenya being ranked one
preservation and efficient techniques
of the most water scarce countries in
that allow judicious water use. This, at
the world, it has equally been listed
a time when studies show that Kenya
as among countries that waste a lot of
still remains one of the most water
water.
stressed countries.

A

But even as the country looks to
technology to conserve water, cost and
quality have conspired to defeat this
resolve. Water solutions like pumps,
irrigation kits and machines, mostly
imported have been out of reach for
majority who need them.Cognizant of
the role of these water conservation
technologies
to
the
country’s
sustainable development agenda,
agro input company Elgon Kenya has
introduced a new line of innovations.
Dubbed Magnar Water Solutions, the
technologies that include irrigation
kits, washing machines, water pumps,
sprayer are designed in Europe,
guaranteeing high quality. By Elgon
Kenya choosing to do direct imports, it
is working to make them affordable to
its customers. “We are embracing the
same model we did with the Thabiti
fertilizers.
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But while there has been numerous
technologies in the market that
promises prudent water use, quality
has always been compromised meaning
wastage goes on unabated. According
to World Bank, Kenya loses more than
a third of water through leakages
which costs water supplies over Sh10.6
billion in losses. One of the greatest
sources of low water supply is water
loss in distribution networks and
water pilferage. The impact of this is
profound, which has meant that more
residents cannot access the water they
deserve as water suppliers struggle to
meet demand for water with limited
financing.By cutting physical losses
to half the present level, two extra
million people could be supplied with
already treated water in Nairobi alone.
The Magnar Water Solutions have
positioned themselves as a frontrunner
in the market for their ease of
availability, durability and being pocket
friendly therefore appealing to a wide
range of clientele especially smallholder
farmers who are particularly bearing
the brunt of water scarcity.

Water Solutions

Water Solutions

DESIGN, SUPPLY & INSTALLATION
SPRINKLERS
MICRO SPRINKLERS
DRIP LINES & FITTINGS
DRIP KITS
BUTTON DRIPPERS
FOGGERS / MISTERS
CONTROLLERS
UV TREATED DAM LINER
FILTERS - (Disc / Screen)
PVC, PE & GI FITTINGS
GREEN HOUSE POLYTHENE

ORDER

ONLINE

www.elgonkenya.co.ke
Visit us / talk to us
TODAY!!!

National Park East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road
Office Line: 0717 88 88 77 / 0733 509 509
Mobile Line: 0707 96 45 96 / 0736 708 546
E-mail: info@elgonkenya.com www.elgonkenya.com

Because every drop counts.

National Farmers Award @5

Night Of Glamour And Celebration As National
Farmers Award Turns Five, Rewards Winners

G

lamour, glitz and celebrations
best describe the atmosphere
at the 5th anniversary of the
National Farmers Awards as
hundreds of farmers congregated
at Laico Regency, the venue of the
event.
Complete with red carpet, a
photo session and mouth watering
culinary experience, farmers and
industry players were treated to an
unrivaled fanfare with Elgon Kenya,
the organizers of the event, leaving
nothing to chance.
“Tonight is indeed a special and
important night. It is a night we
welcome you to sit, relax and enjoy
the food you produce. Because of the
noble and role you play in feeding
our population, we reward you, extol
you and celebrate with you. This is
your night,” Elgon Kenya Director
Bimal Kantaria said in his welcoming
remarks.
And as the guests got down to the
business of the night, the master and
mistress of ceremony were at their
best to entertain the guests. The duo,
Martin Githinji and Naomi Kamau,
both veteran media personalities and
former presenters of agriculture TV
shows, would leave the audience in
stitches with their funny punch lines.
“I have never entertained the thought
of seeing an angry and hungry farmer,
and I am not about to do that because
tonight you have defeated climate
change, pests and middlemen to be
the best in the industry so let us make
merry and show the world the farming
swag,” Martin said as he drowned in
wild cheers from the audience.
With a riveting music band in tow
the night got lively as farmers made
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new friends and the occasional laughs
defined the night.
“Five years ago at Elgon Kenya, we
decided what is it that we can do to
motivate our farmers and encourage
them in the noble profession that they
are in. You see marketers, journalists
and actors are all celebrated, but
who celebrate our farmers? It is why
we came up with these awards and
when we went to the Ministry of
Agriculture seeking for partnership
they agreed right away. It is one of
the initiatives at Elgon Kenya we hold
dear,” Mr. Kantaria said.
Speakers who took to the stage
had an outpouring of tribute to
the scheme for its transformatory
role in boosting food production
and creating a farming revolution.
“I am particularly proud of what
these awards are doing to farmers
and agriculture in the country. More
farmers, especially the young people
are now actively involved in farming
after seeing the achievements of
their fellows who have been feted
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here. It is one of the reasons why we
have supported the scheme in the
last five years. Because we have seen
the power it holds in changing lives,”
Thomas Korir from BASF said.
John Kanyingi, a representative of
Bayer, while thanking the farmers for
participating in the awards reiterated
the potential of the initiative in
addressing some of the most biting
challenges of the 21st century. “At a
time when so much is changing around
us, the farming profession is offering
us a world of opportunities from food
to employment. We need to take it
seriously which is why I am elated
to see the contribution the Farmers
Awards scheme has done to this end.
Well done for the five years that have
redefined farming,” he said.
Frankline Bett, the chairman of the
Agriculture Finance Corporation who
was among the invited guests, was
all praises to the initiative for showing farmers that there is money in
soils. “Farming requires patience.
That is what I tell everyone I meet.

National Farmers Award @5

But the rewards are worth the wait.
There is so much wealth in the soil
and our young people need to realize
it. I am glad this scheme is working
towards helping us achieve the Big
Four agenda being championed by
our president, who is a number one
farmer himself,” he said.
Some 24 winners drawn from eight
categories were feted with judges
observing that the competition was
getting stiffer each year.
“This award scheme has become more
competitive as the years go by. In our
judging process we spend on average
two hours in every farm, trying to
check good agricultural practices,
environmental
conservation
and
record keeping. Sometimes as was the
case in this and last year’s awards,
the difference between one winner
and the other was so thin that judges
had to burn the mid night oil trying
to make the ultimate decision. It all
points to the commitment farmers
have placed in being the very best,”
Simon Muchigiri, Principle Agricultural
Officer and one of the judges said
while walking the audience through
what judges look for when picking
the winners from
thousands of
application forms.

“This year we identified something
very unique in our judging process.
The winner in the persons with
disability category, Antony Kingori,
scored very highly that he would have
easily won in any other category. We
have never seen anything like it in the
five years we have been judging. This
rubberstamps the fact that disability
is not inability,” Mr. Muchigiri added.
Mr. King’ori lost his eyesight following
a condition but runs a successful
farming empire in Nyeri County. (see
story page 8)
And as each winner’s name was
called, they strutted to the dais,
as family members and friends
accompanied them to the stage with
song, dance and cheer. Shaking hands
with dignitaries, the winner’s years of
sweat and dedication was summed up
in the radiant smiles and sometimes
tears of joy.
“This is a night like no other. And
any farmer in this room knows what
I mean. You have no idea how much
it means to us to have someone
think of us and make the effort of
recognizing us. It is so motivating and
we are glad this incentive is giving us
impetus to win bring more Kenyans
into the farming community. Thank

you Elgon Kenya for having our best
interest,” Lucy Muthoni of Lucypark,
winner, Small Scale Farm Gearing to
Commercialization said.
It was also a night to celebrate the
strong ties government and private
sector enjoy and their impact on
Kenyans. Anne Onyango, Agriculture
Secretary and the chief guest, lauded
the collaboration with Elgon Kenya
saying it was a case study of what
public private partnership could
deliver. “Five years ago when the
Elgon Kenya team approached us with
the National Farmers awards idea, we
knew at the Ministry of Agriculture
that this had a huge potential to
change the phase of agriculture. I am
very happy we got on board because
this government private sector
collaboration is one of the key pillars
we believe will help us realize our
Vision 2030 agenda. We are grateful
to Elgon Kenya for doing this five
years on without expecting any direct
monetary value,” she said.
And as the event climaxed with the
cutting of the fifth anniversary cake
and the launch of the 2018 awards,
farmers went home promising to wear
the soil celebrity tag while winning
more souls to the farming revolution.
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National Farmers Awards 2017 In Pictures
SMALL SCALE FARM GEARING TOWARDS COMMERCIALIZATION

GIRL POWER: Lucy Muthoni Kuria the proprietor at
Lucypark Kiambu accompanied by her family receives
the trophy for the overall winner from His Excellency
President Uhuru Kenyatta at the ASK.

NO MEAN FEAT: Alfred Lulu of Lulu farm in
Vihiga county is rewarded for being the first
runners up

TASTE OF SUCCESS: Second runners up Mary
Wairimu Oloo from Trans Nzoia and her family
receives her trophy.

PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED PERSONS IN AGRICULTURE

SURMOUNTING ODDS: Anthony Kingori of Anwa
farm Nyeri is commended by Agriculture Secretary
in the Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation Mrs
Onyango as his family savour the moment.

TRAIL BLAZERS: Francis Kimani Mwangi of
Kimwa farm Laikipia is joined by her colleagues in
celebration his being crowned the first runners up.

PAT ON THE BACK: Mrs. Anne Onyango rewards
Alice Mukami from Murang’a county for emerging
second runners up.

LARGE SCALE FULLY COMMERCIALIZED

SCALING HEIGHTS: Mrs. Anne Onyango is joined by
Agriculture Finance Corporation chairman Franklin
Bett as she rewards Ziporah Ongeri of Fresh Gold
Kenya in Laikipia county for being the overall winner.

TOWERING ACHIEVEMENT: Mr & Mrs Karandeep
Singh Dhillon of Oldonyo Nairasha Estates in
Narok are rewarded for being first runners up.

THE ULTIMATE PAYOFF: Representatives of
PATBON Investment Co.Ltd from Kilifi County
receive the trophy for emerging second runners off

WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE

BREAKING THE GLASS CEILING: Mrs Migwi
is accompanied by his family as she receives
commendation for being the overall winner.
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TRAILBLAZERS: Mrs Onyango fetes Mrs Kirogo
of Nyandarua accompanied by her husband for
emerging the first runners up
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WELL DONE: Mrs. Rondo of Nelly Enterprises Kilifi
County with her husband receives a trophy for
being the second runners up.

National Farmers Awards 2017 In Pictures
SMALL SCALE FULLY COMMERCIALIZED

EPITOME OF SUCCESS: Peris Wangui Gitau and is HOW WE DO IT: Family and friends join Robert
joined by her family to receive the award for being Githua of Nyeri County as he is feted for being the
the top winner as Elgon Kenya director Baiju Kantaria first runners up
looks on.

JUBILATION: Mr&Mrs Kenneth Anyoso Ongenge of
Kenonge Investiment Co Ltd Bungoma receives their
second runners up award.

SMALL SCALE AGRO INPUT DEALERS

WINNING WAYS: An excited family joins Beatrice Okello of Tiva
Agrovet in Ahero to receive her trophy as the overall winner.

JOY OF SUCCESS: Friends and family stand by Winfred Nyakio of Green
Track Investment Ltd in Nanyuki as she received her award for being
the first runners up.

YOUTH IN AGRICULTURE

YOUTH POWER: Nicholas Njogu Mwangi of Yala
farm Murang'a with his family admires his trophy
after emerging the best youth farmer in the country.

A FAMILY THAT FARMS TOGETHER: It is a family
affair as Joseph Kipruto Maiyo of Kutsi farm in Uasin
receives the first runners up award.

SWEET SUCCESS: Mohammed Abdallah of Hussein
Kassim Farm Kilifi county receives his trophy for being
the second runners up.

LARGE SCALE AGRO INPUT DEALERS

DISPLAY OF SUCCESS: Representatives of Josemo
Distributors Kenya Ltd in Kisii are all winners after
emerging overall winners

SAVOURING THE MOMENT: Christopher Sawe of
Tarakwa Agrochemicals Enterprise in Kapsabet is
rewarded for being the first runners up.

WINNING TEAM: Elgon Kenya directors Bimal and
Baiju Kantaria joins Agriculture Secretary Anne Onyango
in rewarding representatives of Muhoroni Farmers Agro
Center in Muhoroni who emerged second runners up.
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Farmers Awards 2017 In Pictures

MY PLEASURE: Elgon Kenya Head of Agribusiness
Mahesh Sharma pose for a photo with winners

BIRDS OF A FEATHER: Elgon Kenya Director
Baiju Kantaria enjoys a moment with staff

WAY TO GO: Bimal and Baiju Kantaria, Elgon
Kenya Directors enjoy a photo moment with Lucy
Muthoni one of the winners and her husband.

BECAUSE FARMERS COUNT: Oserian Development
Company Neil Heilings, Bimal and Baiju Kantaria
with a guest at the National Farmers Awards gala
dinner.

WORTHY PARTNERSHIP: Matt Fryer Managing
Director Arysta LifeScience East Africa shares
a light moment with Elgon Kenya Director Baiju
Kantaria and Elgon Kenya staff.

FOR FARMERS’ SAKE: Officials at the Ministry of
Agriculture savour the moment at the gala dinner

PEN POWER: Nelson Maina, Head of PR and
Marketing at Elgon Kenya hangs with Nation
Media Group journalists Victor Njeri and
SymonBaragurei.

WINNING STREAK: Winners from Kisumu county
accompanied by county government official enjoy
the evening.

OUR COMMITMENT: Arysta Lifescience East
Africa team enjoys a photo moment.

YOUNG RESOLVE: Nicholas Njogu, a winner
in the youth category with his wife and a friend
during the gala dinner.
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PAT ON THE BACK: John Kanyingi from Bayer
East Africa, Baiju Kantaria and Mahesh Sharma
from Elgon Kenya share a light moment with
winners.
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THE HONOUR: Anne Onyango, Agriculture
Secretary delivers her keynote speech

Farmers awards 2017 in pictures

FIVE ISN'T JUST A NUMBER: Managing Director
Arysta LifeScience East Africa
Matt Fryer
celebrates the five year journey that the National
Farmers Awards has traveled.

FARMING IS THE GREATEST JOB ON EARTH:
Thomas Korir, BASF Country Director delivers
his speech

SOLIDARITY: John Kanyingi from Bayer East
Africa reiterates a point at the gala dinner

DOWN MEMORY LANE

A JOURNEY OF A THOUSAND MILES: Elgon Kenya
Director Bimal Kantaria with Ndiritu Muriithi
former Assistant Minister for Industrialization
and now governor of Laikipia County and Wilson
Songa former Agriculture Secretary in the Ministry
of Agriculture, Livestock & Fisheries during the
launch of the National Farmers Award in 2012

THE PRESIDENT’S FARMER: Harrison
Muriuki the first winner in the Small Scale
Agro-dealers category of the 2013 farmers’
award while being honoured by the president.

PACESETTER: President Kenyatta hands
a trophy to Dr. Nelson Nyamu the pioneer
winner in the Small Scale fully commercialized
category of the National Farmers Awards at
the ASK grounds.

SOIL CELEBRITY: Fleciah Wambui, being
recognized by President Kenyatta at Nairobi
Trade Fair Show for being the best woman
farmer in the 2014 National Farmers awards

FARMER EXTRAORDINAIRE: President Uhuru
Kenyatta presents a trophy to the 2015 women
in agriculture winner, Florence Karambu Njiraini

FIGHTING SPIRIT: Dominic Mbugua the winner
in the 2015 Physically Challenged category is
recognized by President Uhuru Kenyatta

ABOVE ODDS: Michael Ochieng Laro the 2016
overall winner in the Physically Challenged
category was feted by President Uhuru
Kenyatta Nairobi International Trade Fair

FOOD SECURITY WARRIORS: Lucy Muthoni
Kuria, winner of the Small Scale Farmer Gearing
Towards Commercialization Category of the
National Farmers Awards 2017while receiving
a trophy and certificate from President Uhuru
Kenyatta at the Nairobi Show

GOLDEN HANDSHAKE: Elgon Kenya director
Bimal Kantaria receives a trophy from President
Uhuru Kenyatta in recognition of his support for
the National Farmer's Awards.
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A. A. Politiv (1999) Ltd was established in 1985. The company
has been in private ownership since its establishment and since its
founding, the company has been committed to quality, service
and personal care and attention to the customers. For these
reasons, the company become one of the world’s, leading
manufacturer of agricultural films with a production capacity of
around 40 thousand tons per year, of which 70% is marketed for
export to more than 50 countries around the world
Products – Politiv specializes in the manufacture of “smart”
agricultural polyethylene sheets, and offers a wide range of
customized sheets. In addition, Politiv produce and market Mesh
and shade nets, raffia yarn, and nonwoven fabric.
Constant improvement Politiv invests in modern lines, with
high outputs, fully computerized feeding and control systems, all
to prevent human mistake and to ensure repeatability.
Raw materials and additives – Politiv is using the highest
quality and innovative raw materials and additives in the market.
Employees and production team – the production team is
professional and has many years' experience. Also Politiv
maintains a high level of knowledge through training the
employees in different fields, with the intention of improving the
standards of service and the product's quality.
Quality Assurance and Standards – Since 1998, the company
has undertaken a quality management system and been certified
to ISO-9001:2008 standard. All films and MESH nets are tested
according to Israeli standards as well as International Standards
(ASTM, ISO, etc').
Environment – Politiv cares about the environment, and are
certified to ISO-14001:2004 standard. Politiv initiated
environmental legislation regarding recycling and degradable
sheets in conjunction with the Ministry of Agriculture and the
Ministry of Environment.
Politiv’s marketing strategy – Politiv has established daughter
companies in many countries, such as USA, India, Spain, South
Africa and Mexico. In addition, Politiv has partners and
distributers all around the word to serve and support the final
customer in short time.
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Greenhouse Covering Films
The main purpose of the greenhouse coverings is to create a controlled internal environment regardless of the external environment. Better environmental control leads to better crop yield and quality

Basic Properties of greenhouse films
IIIIII-

High mechanical properties
UV Stability (film durability)
Light transmission at the visible range (400-700nm wavelength)

Other Properties:
I-

Light diffusion: Diffuse film scatters the light which allows it to be received by the plant from all directions, which
increases the photosynthesis efficiency.

Direct sun light			

Diffused sun light

II-

Thermal additives (IR): To prevent temperature loss at night, special thermic additives are incorporated into the
film.

III-

Anti-fog/Anti-drip: The anti-drip modifies the film’s surface and the water droplets become an invisible layer of
water and prevent dripping on the crops.

IV-

Anti- virus/anti-blackening: With anti-virus film, insects are not active inside the greenhouse, so fewer plants are
damaged by diseases spread by these insects and fewer chemicals are needed. With red roses, the film is must to
prevent the extra red pigment development and blackening as a result.

V-

Nectarine: with Be-color roses nectarine growing, and in order to insure the colors developments, film with wide open
window at the UV range should be used.

Politiv produces a wide range of films with all of the above properties. Our expertise is to fit the film to the customer’s requirement like a glove to hand
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Global Hardware

You matter.
Please believe this.
If you didn’t, they
wouldn’t be violently
trying to make you feel
you don’t.
Friday 12th January 2018

-Aleya Kassam

W

hat a year it has been for
Global Hardware Ltd.
We
have no one but our customers
to thank for that – your custom, your
faith in us, and your confidence in our
products and services transcend all the
heartaches we sometimes endure with
striving to achieve efficiency of doing
business in our harsh environment.
We are thankful too to all Kenyans
for the peaceful manner in which the
election period was navigated and this
lays a decent platform from which to
spring forward in 2018.

Our biggest success story for 2017 and
no doubt for 2018 too, is the Novolam®
brand of boards from Sonae Arauco.
Arauco completed its share agreement
for the purchase of 50% of the Spanish
company Tafisa, a subsidiary of
Portuguese group Sonae Industria, in
2016. This resulted in an additional
12 production facilities operating in
Spain, Portugal, Germany and South
Africa. In total these facilities provide
employment to 3,000 people and have
a panel production output of 2.37
million ft2 (4.2 million m3).
With these assets, the combined
annual capacity of the Arauco wood
panel business has exceeded 5.09
million ft2 (9 million cubic metres),
ranking Arauco as the second largest
producer globally.
Sonae Arauco
factories manufacture and sell OSB,
MDF and particleboard panels, as well
as sawn timber.
What does this mean for the Kenyan
Architect, Interior Designer, Decorator,
Shop-fitter?   It means a fresh palette
of colours to choose from. It means
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having access to products from South
Africa, from a firm that boasts circa
50% of the Southern African market
share for 9’ * 6’ melamine laminated
boards. It means quality of a European
product at African prices!
How is Novolam® different from what
is locally available in Kenya?
 As stated earlier, the colour
palette. Novolam® offers a range
of 22 different colours, in melamine
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laminate, which are unique to Sonae
Arauco. Each colour is available in
at least two of the following three
finishes:
 Textured
 Alpine
 Silhouette
 Whilst the size of the board (9’ * 6’)
means the fabricator has opportunity
to optimize the cutting and edging

Global Hardware
of each board, one major factor
differentiating Novolam® boards is
the glue used. Novolam® boards are
made using E1 glue and hence meet
the most stringent of European and
American standards. This simply
means low formaldehyde content in
the manufacturing process, making
these boards some of the only
boards available in Kenya to meet
these specifications
 The factory from which the boards
are sourced is Forestry Stewardship
Council (FSC) certified, making
the boards classified as products
sourced from sustainable forests.
These truly are ‘Green’ boards
Do you have a client insisting on green
building? Do you recall that multinational whose mandate from head
office was to insist on E1 boards?  If so,
what are you waiting for? Download
their free app (Novolam® - available
from both the iOS app store as well
as Google Play) or use the Novolam
Simulator:
http://novolam.com/simulator/
to bring your ideas to life!
If you would like to know about our
boards, or if you would like to see other
construction and building products,
please do not hesitate to get in touch
with us.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch
with Navnit, Ravi, Nilesh or Joy – all on
hand to be of service to you.
Better still, drop us a line on
info@globalhardware.co.ke and we
will respond within 24 hours.

Contact
Off Mombasa road,East Gate Road.
 P.O.Box-46826-00100 Nairobi, Kenya
 +254 20-2399998/7
 +254 722-203089/786 456225
: info@globalhardware.co.ke
: www.globalhardware.co.ke
Facebook - @GlobalHWare
Twitter - @Global_HWare
LinkedIn – global_hware
YouTube - GlobalHWare
Google+ - +GlobalHardwareLtdNairobi
Distribution of DuPont™ Corian® in Kenya
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Elgon Kenya | Your leader in Crop protection
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Partnership

Why We Are Excited About The New Elgon
Kenya And Interchemie Partnership On Vet
Medicine

Marc Gellings,

General Director of Interchemie
‘We are very excited to enter into a
new strategic partnership with Elgon
in Kenya,” says Marc Gellings, General
Director of Interchemie werken
‘De Adelaar’ from the Netherlands.
This partnership with Elgon is part
of our global strategy and business
model, collaborating with likeminded
companies, that will see our great
Interchemie products being brought
to market. Under this partnership
Elgon Kenya will distribute and sell
our full line-up of products, Elgon in
Kenya offers us not only access to a
very large market for our products,
they also share the same core values
of commitment to quality and better
services.
Interchemie was founded on the
19th of January 1979 in Castenray,
the Netherlands. From its humble
beginnings in The Netherlands,
Interchemie is now supplying partners
worldwide with veterinary products
including veterinary medicines, feed
additives and disinfectants. We offer
our products to careful selected
distributors worldwide in Europe,
Asia, Africa, South America and the
Middle-East.
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It is our mission to provide products
by people you can rely on. We want
to establish the same high quality in
each and every one of our products.
This is our obligation to both our
customers and their animals.

Interchemie has 3 production lines,
namely: an injectables line, an oral
liquids line and a water-soluble
powders line. To produce medicines,
all our production lines have to meet
the latest GMP and GMP+ guidelines.

To fulfil our mission our factories
produce
veterinary
medicines
according to G.M.P. regulations and
feed additives according to G.M.P.
+ regulations. Our facilities are
inspected yearly by our authorities
which results into full G.M.P. approval
and G.M.P. + approval. To meet the
clients demand we offer customized
labelling and legitimate registration
of every medicine, complying with
international rules and regulations.

Quality is a very high priority at
Interchemie; we only want to offer our
customers the best. That is why we at
Interchemie operate under strict GMP
and GMP+ guidelines. By operating
according to GMP guidelines, we can
guarantee the quality and safety of
all our products. Factory operations
are carried out according to strict
health and safety requirements, and
regular analyses and controls are
performed to safeguard the quality of
raw materials and finished products.
This means that the end user is always
assured of high-quality products. Our
factory is regularly inspected by the
Dutch Health Care Inspectorate (IGZ).

Interchemie has attained this high
quality standard by continuously
researching and developing new
products. Because only by improving
our product line we can safeguard the
health of animals in the future.
Our high standard are also reflected
by our employees. We believe our
people should be just as reliable as
our products. The ongoing demand
of our customers worldwide requires
a trustworthy team and clear
communication. Interchemie offers
reliable and efficient customer
service while working together with
many partners around the world.
We realize that knowledge sometimes
helps more than only offering a
solution. Preventing the problem
before it arises is why Interchemie not
only provides veterinary medicines,
but also manufactures feed additives
to keep animals healthy.
Interchemie is looking forward to the
future, where we hope to meet new
customers and have more animals
benefit from our products.
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Our QA department monitors the
quality of our raw materials, finished
products and production processes.
Internal and external checks are
always conducted by a qualified
person; this means that we do not
only check our own factory, we also
regularly inspect our suppliers.
Interchemie has its own laboratory,
where raw materials and finished
products are analysed. Before
raw materials can be used in the
production process, they must first
be quarantined. Raw materials may
only be released after they have
been analysed and approved. The
same method is used in the analysis
of the final product; it can only be
shipped after being first analysed
then released. This means that
Interchemie can guarantee the quality
and reliability of every product.

NFA, The Journey

Down Memory Lane Of The National Farmers
Awards

Vikash Jain

Head of Floriculture

F

country that is motivating. After the
fanfare and glamour that comes with
the award ceremony, the winners have
gotten down to work, opening up their
farms to fellow farmers for training and
consultation. “It has set in motion a
farming revolution in ways we couldn’t
imagine. It has also taught us the
power of numbers and what unity of
purpose can achieve for such a crucial
sector of our economy. In a classic
example of the gains in public private
partnership, we have managed to reach
farmers across the country working
with the able team from the Ministry
of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries
receiving feedback and interacting with
farmers which has offered interesting
insights into what they undergo in food
production. The county governments
remain our formidable partners in the
awards assisting us in reaching out to
farmers from even the hinterlands and
offering their services at the judging
process,” said Bimal Kantaria.

the overall winner in the category has
been contracted by farmers living in USA
to grow tissue culture bananas for them
after they heard of her win in the media.
“Life for me has totally changed since
winning. I feel empowered and able. And
I am now able to motivate and encourage
my fellow women in the village to farm
smart. This is the perfect way to grow
yields and incomes among smallholder
farmers,” said Mrs. Wambui.
The private sector players have also
played a key role in the tremendous
journey. Notable partners in the private
sector include BASF, Du Pont, Arysta
LifeScience, Bayer East Africa and Excel
Crop Care Limited

ive years ago, a dream, inspired by
“The policy thrust of the Government
the need to return dignity to the soils
is
to transform agriculture from
and celebrate one of the most unsung
subsistence
to commercial and market
constituencies in the country was born.
oriented
farming.
As part of this effort,
The idea that was mooted by Elgon Kenya
my
administration
has partnered with
director Mr. Bimal Kantaria, who doubles
Elgon
Kenya
Limited
to conduct an
up as the award scheme’s patron, with
annual Farmers Awards scheme. I will
his staff and the Ministry of Agriculture,
Past winners lives have been transformed today award recognition certificates
has grown in stature and number of
with fame and status following them. to the farmers who, in the competition
participants becoming the ultimate event
“Since I was announced among the have emerged best in various categories.
in farmers’ calendar.
winners I have become a model farmer I congratulate them all,” President Uhuru
attracting dozens of farmers who want Kenyatta said while rewarding selected
Having started with 8,000 entries in the
to be like me. I managed to organize winners during last year’s Nairobi Trade
pioneer edition in a handful of counties,
the farmers into a group and we now run Fair.
the entries have more than tripled,
a value addition
competition has gotten stiffer and almost
business that is the
all counties are now on board, with
talk of town. Now
winners coming from as far as North
banana farmers in
Eastern and Mombasa.
Vihiga no longer
worry about their
Over the years, farmers from even the
produce
going
remotest parts of the country have
bad or thinning
taken part in the fete with judges of the
incomes.
That’s
competition who visited the farmers to
an avenue that
grade them returning impressive stories of
was charted by
ordinary farmers surmounting numerous
the Elgon Kenya
odds to keep the country fed. The rare
awards,”
said
feat of shaking the president’s hand as
Margaret
Amimo
winners has motivated more farmers to
the first runners
inject extra energy and passion in their
up in the women
ventures as they too aim for a date with
in
agriculture
the president.
category of the
Elgon Kenya Director Bimal Kantaria receives a trophy from
2014 awards.
But is the impact that the awards are
His Excellency President Uhuru Kenyatta at Nairobi Trade
having right down the farms across the
Fleciah
Wambui
Fair on behalf of Elgon Kenya
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Sustainable Agriculture

Sustainability The Future Of Agriculture In Kenya
in production costs-mean that
farmers are likely to recover that
financial layout quicker, and then
convert those savings into profits that
are less dependent on ideal farming
conditions in the mid-long term.
Sustainability in farming is about the
adoption of a more holistic philosophy
and effective approach to the way
you farm. It is also the only way that
any farmer can secure the future of
his farm. The obvious question then
is: if sustainability in agriculture is
not just about being “green”, what is
it about?

Thomas Kipkorir

Country Manager BASF

T

he key source of challenges
for the Kenyan agricultural
industry
has
been
the
diminishing production of
staple foods like maize, millet,
sorghum and other cereals in the face
of increasing population.

A key, and often overlooked,
component of sustainable farming
is the adoption of technology and
innovative dynamic capabilities that
can enable farmers to reconfigure
themselves to adapt to new climatic
conditions, seize the opportunities
that the new climatic conditions may
betide and prevent environmental
degradation.

By practising sustainable agriculture,
small-scale farmers are enabled to
farm in ways that are less costly and
more productive. It also benefits all
of us, because it slows global warming
and ecological destruction.

At BASF, we create chemistry for
a sustainable future. We combine
economic success with environmental
protection and social responsibility. We
are constantly developing innovations
to offer solutions in farming and our
farmer focus approach is geared
towards making our farmers derive
benefits from farming. We have also
partnered with cereals farmers as
well as flower farmers, offering them
solutions to improve their production
with great success. Soon BASF will be
launching STELLAR STAR®, a block
buster herbicide for post-emergence
weed control in maize. This will
be a revolution for the many maize
farmers who have been harvesting low
yields due to competition by weeds.
The dawn is near and maize farmers
can count on BASF for partnership
in bringing out the best out of their
farming ventures.

While the initial investment in
sustainable farming techniques may
seem steep, the savings particularly

It is the reason that we celebrate our
farmers by recognising that farming,
is the biggest job on earth. We are

This has been made worse by
unpredictable weather patterns
precipitated by climate change. In
Kenya, the phenomenon has been
manifested in unexpected variations
and extreme weather conditions that
seriously affect our farming cycles.
For most farmers in Kenya, as in other
parts of Africa, building sustainability
into their farming practices goes
beyond just addressing environmental
risks and challenges, or maximizing
yields - it is a vital component in their
ability to access the finance they
need to keep on farming.
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supporting agriculture to enable
increasing production of enough food
for the burgeoning world population
estimated to reach 9 billion by 2050.
This figure has sent food experts to
the drawing board with a warning
that current production methods are
not compatible with the required
high
farm
productivity.Without
technology, food production becomes
a herculean task explaining why
BASF is supporting farmers to access
innovation, solutions and experts to
enable them to improve productivity,
increase efficiency, and stay at the
cutting edge of their profession
ensuring growing demands are met,
year after year.
BASF aims to turn knowledge rapidly
into market success. The vision of
BASF’s Crop Protection division is
to be the world’s leading innovator,
optimizing agricultural production,
improving
nutrition,
and
thus
enhancing the quality of life for a
growing world population. We have
been at the forefront in partnering
with Kenyan farmers to improve
their livelihoods through yield
optimization. In the Maize sector for
instance, we have supported farmers
with a solution for grey leaf spot
(GLS) disease which has seen farmers
increase their yield, turning Maize
farming to a profitable venture. Our
premium fungicide ABACUS® has
been successfully used by many Maize
farmers to protect and increase their
yield.
BASF would like congratulate the
Ministry of Agriculture and Elgon
Kenya for organising the National
Farmers Award. We would also like to
sincerely congratulate all the winners
in the various categories including
the first and second runners up. BASF
shows commitment to suporting the
Kenyan farmer improve his or her
productivity and make a livelihood
out of farming in a more sustainable
way.
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STAFF NOTICEBOARD

A

s Elgon Kenya endeavours to position itself as a regional
front runner in the agriculture sector and manufacturing
sectors, it has continuously headhunted top talent to help
it drive its agenda. In this edition, we warmly welcome the new
members of staff to the family and express our great optimism and
hope that our combined efforts will go a long way in fulfilling our
founding fathers’ dreams, even as we live to the mantra of being
a Kenyan company for Kenyans by transforming farms and lives
through technology. We equally take this opportunity to heartily
congratulate those who have been promoted to various positions
and look forward to a successful year ahead.

Daniel Muthomi - Regional Animal Health Manager, Central Unit
Daniel Muthomi joins Elgon Kenya as a
regional animal health manager in the
Central Rift region, bringing with him a
vast experience in both private and NGOs
sectors. A graduate of AHITI Ndomba in
Kirinyaga, Mr. Muthomi has worked as a
technical salesman with a distributor
of veterinary products and as a field
representative with Oike Keekonyokie
Trust Fund funded by Heifer International
where his role was improving the
livelihoods of the pastoral communities.
He has also worked as a van salesman
with a distributor handling clientele from

the Rift Valley Regions of Bomet, Narok and
Nakuru counties. Mr. Muthoni whose mantra
is to work in a competitive and dynamic
environment that satisfies, encourages
growth, development and professionalism
that satisfy both the management and the
society at large is excited to be among
the pioneer team to work in the Animal
Health department. “It is quite an honour
to work in a company that is changing lives
of millions of Kenyans because this ties
with my philosophy of being my brother’s
keeper,” he said.

Dheeraj Kumar Sinha - Sales Manager, Floriculture
Dheeraj Kumar Sinha has joined Elgon
Kenya Ltd as Sales Manager covering Sales
and Marketing operations of floriculture
in Kenya. Prior to this, he was working and
residing in India. He boasts of 11 years’
experience in sales and marketing of
fertilizers, agrochemicals, micronutrient
and seeds. He previously worked as
Regional Manager with Kanpur Fertilizers
and Cement ltd – a Jaypee Group Company
at Patna, Bihar and covering two states of
Bihar and Jharkhand in India. He handled
a turnover of approximately 60 million
shillings in business volume.
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He holds an MBA and B.SC in Agriculture.
He is also a recipient of the University
Gold medal that he attained while
pursuing his Masters degree.
According to Mr. Sinha, joining Elgon
Kenya Ltd has been an interesting
transition into commercial World of
Kenya, Africa which has allowed him work
with top level executives, communicate
technical Knowledge in an easy way. He
is sure that with his academic excellence
and rich experience in marketing of
agri inputs he will deliver good results
to Elgon Kenya Ltd and the floriculture
industry.
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Franciscar Muveta - Animal Health Sales Coordinator.
Franciscar Muveta boasts of a career in
livestock management that spans four years.
During this period, she has worked in five
veterinary clinics where she treated pets and
conducted ambulatory cases. She has also
worked at Rabbit Republic Limited as the
head of veterinary department tasked with
supervising animal health officers, managing
the company’s farm and treating farmers’
rabbits. She has also been a consultant vet
at iShamba providing electronic extension
services to farmers which included general
husbandry, disease management and control

while marketing products from the various
companies they had partnered with.
Franciscar is an alumnus of the University of
Nairobi where she trained as a veterinarian
and proceeded to pursue a Masters degree in
Project planning management at the same
university. Driven by her passion for animal
welfare, Franciscar feels honoured to have
joined the Elgon Kenya family and is looking
forward to working with her team members
to grow the department to greater heights.

Victor Bogonko - Regional Animal Health Manager, Nairobi Region
Victor Bogonko who has joined Elgon Kenya
as a regional animal health manager has had
an elaborate four year career in sales, and
training poultry farmers.
He has worked as technical sales
representative in Sepros limited Kiambu,
dealing with sales, consultations and
training poultry farmers within the larger
Kiambu Sub County.
He later joined Ultravetis E.A limited as a
Field sales assistant overseeing business in
Nairobi county, parts of Kiambu, Machakos
and Kajiado counties and this helped me
acquire sales skills in the marketing and
sales of animal health products.

His passion for poultry farming has seen
him train more than 300 farmers in poultry
production and husbandry.
“I am so excited to join Elgon Kenya as a
Regional animal health manager in Nairobi
region. Working in Elgon Kenya has been
the best feeling so far. Interacting with
experienced colleagues and being under the
able leadership of Dr. Muchibi who has 30
years’ experience in the industry has been
an eye opener and a positive challenge in my
career. May God bless us as we work towards
achieving Elgon Kenya’s vision and mission,”
he said.

James Aura - Animal Health Department
James Aura is a trained Veterinary Technician/
service provider and now undertaking a
marketing course to backup my service.
He has 14 years sales experience working
in Veterinary Pharmaceutical Companies
including Universal Co-operation, Nerix
Pharma and Osho Chemical Industries Ltd in
different capacities among them product &
market development, territorial sales and
management levels covering largely all parts
of the country.
James bring to Elgon Kenya excellent
interpersonal skills and a wealth of
experience working with many teams to
train farmers, develop new markets, solve

customer complaints, introduce new products
and grow them to household names while
growing client base and generating higher
revenue through assigned territories. James
has expressed his excitement in joining Elgon
Kenya’s Animal Health Division.
“Elgon Kenya is a robust company and a
market leader in supplies of agrochemicals,
seeds and fertilizer, now with the introduction
of animal health where my passion lies
I am ready to participate in rebranding
the organization among others to also be
recognized in the market as a supplier of
veterinary pharmaceuticals & supplements
and therefore serve our farmers holistically,”
he said.
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Ms. Sarah Wambu - New Human Resource Manager

Sarah has been elevated to become
the new head of human resource
department having worked as a HR
assistant since 2014. Sarah who
went to Nyanjega Primary School, an
institution Elgon Kenya has supported
over the years, got a chance to work
at Elgon Kenya on internship after the
company sponsored her secondary
education. Sarah who studied Human
Resource at Kiambu Institute of
Science and Technology is all praises
to Elgon Kenya for believing in her
potential and investing in her. “It is
very humbling to have Elgon Kenya

take care of me and breathing hope
to my dreams and that of my family,”
she said.
She is excited and enthusiastic on her
new role and says she looks forward
to driving the company’s ethos the
best way she can. “The management
of Elgon Kenya has really believed in
me and I look forward also to doing
my best in contributing to the growth
of a company that is transforming
so many lives. It is an exciting and a
challenging role, but I strongly feel I
am equal to the task,” she added.

Mr. Ravi Shankar Veepuri – Technical Manager Sales, Micro Irrigations
Mr. Ravi is responsible for design and
implementation of drip and sprinkler
irrigation systems for Elgon Kenya Ltd.
He provides oversight and guidance,
field training and team development
in open field and greenhouse projects,
and is now tasked with taking
care of determination of irrigation
requirements in consultation with
agronomist and consideration of water
source options among other duties. He
will also assist with training and upskilling the team on irrigation design,
technical
purchasing,
component
functions and product catalogues.

Mr. Ravi brings a wealth of experience.
He has over 5 and half years of experience in designing and executions of
irrigations systems, field inspections,
making BOM's, knowledge sharing and
trainings to the field level people and
also makes warehouse stock audit. He
worked with Driptech India Pvt. Ltd,
a Jain Irrigation Group,and also Prime
Agri Technology Ltd in Myanmar as a
technical manager for design & implementations and Netafim Irrigations
India.Pvt.Ltd as a Design Engineer in
India.
He hold B.Tech Mechanical Engineering
from Telanaga state, in India.

Peter Kyallo - Technical Sales Animal Health
Peter Kyallo, a former Area Manager
with one of the leading animal health
companies in Kenya has joined Elgon
Kenya as a Technical Sales person
in the Animal Health Department.
He brings to the unit, four years of
proven marketing skills and end user
support. The holder of a diploma in
animal health and production from the
University of Nairobi and a certificate of
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the same from AHITI Kabete is a stickler
for details and rules which has seen him
foster relations and meet set targets in
his area of operations.
Peter who is excited to join Elgon Kenya,
hopes to provide the best possible
services and empower the business
by assisting farmers in maximizing
production through technical support.

CSR

The SFS Integrated Primary School, Katani.
A Dream Of Many.

T

he SFS Integrated Primary School
is a project intended to reach
out to the education, formation
and to support needs of vulnerable
and disadvantaged children in Katani
village and other parts of Machakos
district. Katani is a small village 26 KM
away from the city center of Nairobi in
the out skirts of the Machakos County.
The congregation of the Missionaries
of St Francis De Sales runs the project
on the generous contributions of
the friends and benefactors and the
nominal school fee collected from
those who can afford.
The first phase of construction of the
school comprising of 8 classrooms and
an administrative unit started in the
year 2005 and completed the following
year 2006. The initial buildings
infrastructure and learning facilities
were envisaged to meet to the needs
of a single stream primary school
institution targeting children aged five
years and above.
Parallel to the commendable growth of
the integrated school, it is the reality
of a rapidly increasing population with
hundreds of new people migrating
to Katani in pursuit of spacious and
affordable land for establishing
permanent settlements for their
families. This phenomenon has
completely changed Katani landscape
from a vast empty savannah land into
a mushrooming neighborhood with an
estimated population boom of 20,000
people, up from a paltry 1500 families
that were residing in the area twelve
years ago when the school was being
started.
It is for this reason that the congregation
has discerned it timely to embark in
construction of the boarding for girls
and boys to accommodate and provide
decent living conditions for the pupils
keeping in mind the ever increasing
number of children rendered helpless
due to death and incapacitation of
parents by HIV and AIDS pandemic.

From a pioneer group of 66 children
admitted in January 2006 has now risen
to 457 in 2018. Out of which 104 pupils
are living in the Hostel. The institution is
catering for education and upkeep of 64
girls and boys who are fully or partially
orphans (all are accommodated in the
Hostel) while many more disadvantaged
children have been short listed for
future consideration.
Today we have a well-built administrative
block, library, class rooms, boarding for
boys and girls, multipurpose hall, and
a well-furnished kindergarten for the
preprimary unit.

Bimal is with us to assist us and lead us
forward. He has showed his magnanimity
of generosity in helping us to complete
the construction of the Administrative
block, kindergarten and the roofing of
the proposed shopping center recently.
There are no words to describe the
humanity in him and the love he has
for the people of Kenya. I personally
feel proud to be a friend of this great
man. Mr. Bimal Kantaria I on behalf of
the pupils and the administration like to
express our heartfelt gratitude for your
support and love. We wish and pray that
you will continue to hold us close to your
heart.

This dream of starting
the Children’s home and
latter making it in to a fullfledged primary is school is
achieved by the generous
contribution
of
the
Missionaries of St Francis
De Sales, different agencies
and personalities. One of
our strong, generous and
reliable benefactor of the
project is Mr. Bimal Kantaria
and the Elgon Kenya Ltd.
Be it the construction or
the feeding the kids or any
emergencies that arise Mr.
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Winners Profile

Antony Defies Blindness To See Bright Future In
Farming
would correct his situation. With three
children and a wife to take care of,
he made a personal commitment to
dedicate every little strength left
in him to the venture that had given
him a lifeline throughout his life. “I
had previously concentrated on coffee
farming, so I decided to upscale to
dairy farming and horticulture. The
returns have been impressive, I now
have enough income to take care of my
family needs, educate my children and
even expand my farming enterprise,”
he said.

Anthony Kingori of Anwa Farm
Nyeri commendation for being the
overall winner.

A

ntony Kingori has never allowed
an eye condition that left
him blind six years ago come
between him and his lifelong
passion for farming. So committed
is he to his forte that on an ordinary
day, he is out in his expansive coffee
plantation pruning before going to milk
his cows. His family is always in awe
at the surgical precision he portrays in
cutting the overgrown branches and the
approximation of the distance between
branches. “I have done this all my life.
I fell in love with agriculture as a small
boy. I have always pruned coffee. So
when I got blind, I vowed to never quit,
after all it was only my eyes that were
affected. I am still hale and hearty. I
promised myself that I would never sit
and let people pity me. I enjoy every
day in the farm,” he said.
Kingori now 54 years, worked as a
trained agricultural extension officer in
Nyeri for 25 years until Diabetes took
a toll on him in 2011 and he decided
to retire. Three months after the
diagnosis, he started experiencing eye
problems and not even a laser surgery
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His farm in Othaya Constituency in
Nyeri County is a lush and picturesque
scenery with towering banana plants
sandwiched between green vegetables,
succulent tomatoes and coffee berries
and harmonious mooing sounds of the
over six cows.
His attention to detail and strict
farming
practices
ensures
that
planting, pruning, milking and even
deliveries are never procrastinated. He
is so strict with timelines that missing
one of them calls for serious family
deliberations. “I am a stickler for time
and the rules. I cannot entertain any
dalliance with laxity. I tell my family
and my workers that this is their office
and if they play around with it, then
they shouldn’t expect any returns at
the end of the day. We have to instill
these lessons in them if they are to
treat agriculture with the respect it
deserves,” Mr. King’ori added.
It was a no brainer when the judging
panel of the 2017 National Farmers
Award from the Ministry of Agriculture
visited him that he deserved the top
commendation. The maintenance,
quality and innovative practices ticked
all the right boxes. King’ori’s farm for
example is surrounded by the superior
and disease tolerant Batian Coffee
variety which enables him to earn
more than double what his colleagues
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earn with the traditional varieties. He
has also embraced the embryo transfer
fertilization of his cattle ensuring he
is able to boost the genes of the local
inferior breeds with high yielding
breeds, boosting milk production. He
has also dug over five expansive pit
holes which he uses for silage making
and storing fodder for dry days. “It
means my cattle can go for up to five
months even on the driest months
where pasture becomes an issue. I do
not have to worry escalating feed costs
or dwindling pasture which ultimately
affects milk production,” he said.
What was perhaps striking for the judges
was how Mr. King’ori has managed to
create a unique storage mechanism
of the many agrochemicals he uses to
ensure they are clearly labeled so as
not to be misused or fall wrongly in the
hands of children. Interestingly, he is
the one who labels them and plan what
is stored where.
Such towering resilience has won him
admirers. When news broke that he
had been announced top Kenyan farmer
in the People living with disabilities
category, news spread as fast as his
reputation. His farm now bustles with
guests and activities as each tries to
learn a thing or two about his successful
venture.
“It hasn’t been a walk in the park, but
it definitely has been rewarding and is
the reason why I do it every other day.
When I was told I had won, it was a
shocker because I felt like what I have
been doing was just ordinary. I guess
it’s the little things that matter. It is
quite moving to see the resolve Elgon
Kenya and the government have put in
place to reach so many of us who would
otherwise never be rewarded. That
recognition has not only given me more
impetus to keep farming but is inspiring
so many farmers in my neighbourhood.
It is the way to go,” he said.

Products

Elgon Kenya Range Of Flower Sleeves Products
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Our Partners

Unity of Purpose
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